
Gear up for BIG FUN!  

GIANT THRILLS!  

EPIC EXCITEMENT! 

Each day is filled with curiosity,  

Children investigate and explore water through  
hands-on experiments, water games, and play.  
Learn about water-loving animals, the science of water,  
and water’s importance to us and the environment.    

Folklore, pretend play, heroes, myths, magic, and 
more—this week is legendary! Children investigate   
fantasy and superheroes through costumes,   
dramatic play, storytelling, and illustration.  

Discover the magic and beauty of the botanical  
world through observation, questioning, and   
experimentation. We will revel in the natural world   
to foster curiosity and connection to plant life. 

Ready, set, explore outdoors! Children engage in  
nature play and building relationships with nature   
to become stewards of the environment and to  
understand their role as caretakers of the natural world.  

Children will imagine, invent, and create unique  
games to play and develop exciting adventures   
to enjoy with peers, as they stretch their minds   
and bodies to enhance their collaboration skills.   

Classrooms become makerspaces where children  
discover artistic media, become artisans, and learn  
new techniques for crafting. They embrace their  
imagination to create, craft, and make new things.  

We’re building up and out with 3-D construction!  
Children reach for the sky to design, engineer, and  
build structures with various materials and techniques.  
We’ll explore stability, balance, and strength. 

Brrng, kerplunk, buzz, clackety-clack, thump!  
Children leap into the world of sound and listen   
to rhythms and noises to inspire their own creative 
beats, with traditional and non-traditional instruments.

Think, create, and dream BIG! Whether building  
a machine to solve a problem or creating an imaginary 
friend, children play independently and collaboratively 
to keep imagination alive!    

Let’s make a mess! Children will experiment,   
concoct, and discover with wonderfully messy  
materials. Through scientific inquiry and curiosity,  
things are about to get messy! 

 Discover the magic

 of a summer

 f illed with

  
Expect unique, exciting experiences for: 
Toddlers | Preschoolers | School-Age Students 
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Sign up today! 
Ask your school for details.  


